Preliminary clinical trial of gadodiamide injection: a new nonionic gadolinium contrast agent for MR imaging.
The safety and efficacy of a newly developed intravenous formulation of the nonionic contrast agent gadolinium diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid-bis(methylamide), formulated as gadodiamide injection, was investigated. In 30 patients who underwent spin-echo magnetic resonance (MR) imaging before and after contrast agent enhancement, the enhanced images had characteristics judged similar to those of images enhanced by means of available gadolinium compounds. In 15 patients, contrast agent administration was of major diagnostic help, either revealing lesions not apparent without enhancement or providing important lesion characterization. In 12 patients, the lack of abnormal enhancement patterns was important in excluding the presence of disease. In three patients, the contrast agent did not provide information additional to that obtained with the unenhanced T1- and T2-weighted images. No clinically significant changes were observed in vital signs, neurologic status, or laboratory results. The authors conclude that, in this limited series, gadodiamide injection proved to be a safe and useful MR imaging contrast agent for evaluation of the central nervous system and surrounding structures.